DANISH DELIGHT
Ideas & Incentives in Copenhagen

MINDevent introduced us to the value of Copenhagen as a meeting destination. But the
Danish capital is much more than a conference city. It’s lively, trendy and often surprising.
We decided to stay a bit longer and take the grand tour. Guiding us was Enerjy Aps, an
independent DMC based in the city centre. They would help us get a good idea of some
of the opportunities Copenhagen has in store for incentive, business and leisure groups.
Nyhavn is one of Copenhagen’s most picturesque sights. We
would love to have a drink here in summer. Most of the buildings on the picture are popular restaurants and bars.
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Tivoli’s magnificent Moorish Palace actually hides the well
regarded Nimb Hotel & Restaurant.

C

openhagen can be such a cosy place at Christmas
time. Nowhere is that cosiness as in-your-face as
in the Tivoli Gardens. After dark every attraction, every
tree and nearly all the space in between is lit with a
whole arsenal of Christmas lights. There’s a spectacular
lightshow on the lake in the centre of the park, happy
families stroll from stall to stall or marvel at the decorations, and even happier dads order steaming cups of
gløgg (mulled wine).
Some might say this Jingle Bell overload is a bit tacky
and over the top, but surely they only say so because
they never got presents as a kid. If Tivoli can make even
grumpy old me feel all warm inside, it must be doing
something right. I’m here to meet Susanne Blixencrone

Møller – Enerjy’s Senior Project Manager – who’ll take
me around town for the next couple of days. Together
we’ll visit some of the classic Copenhagen experiences
not included in the MINDevent programme; but we’ll
also take a look at some of the lesser known – but
equally interesting – areas and venues. Let’s get on
with it then.
The Meatpacking District
Once a somewhat dreary place exclusively reserved
for the meat industry, now one of Copenhagen’s more
popular spots to go out and have dinner. The meatpacking district is a young and upcoming area, right
behind the central station. It’s certainly not the prettiest part of town, with its low-rise industrial buildings

Clockwise from the top left: Gorilla Restaurant in the Meatpacking District, fancy fashion designers on Strøget, smørrebrød, and three pieces of furniture that will cost you a car
combined (on the left: the famous Egg chair.)

dating from the ‘30s, but as we all know looks can be
deceiving. Some slaughterhouses are still functional,
but most of the buildings now house galleries, clubs,
restaurants and bars. No Michelin-starred venues here;
only hip, independent joints that pack a punch.
We ate in Gorilla (www.restaurantgorilla.dk): a new, industrial looking restaurant able to accommodate large
groups. If you order the standard menu, you get ten
different plates to be shared per table – great stuff.
Other places Susanne recommends and often uses for
dinners are Kul (http://restaurantkul.dk): a small, fancy
but reasonably priced restaurant offering Nordic Cuisine; and Paté Paté (www.patepate.dk): a venue with a

bistro feel that often invites live-bands.
The atmosphere in this area is somewhat strange but
interesting, but not everyone seems to agree. For some
inexplicable reason the US embassy advises against
coming here at all. No one in Copenhagen has any clue
as to why they did so. Like anywhere else in the city, it’s
perfectly safe here.
Danish Design
Denmark is all about design. It’s everywhere: architecture, hotel rooms, private homes, et cetera. We’re not
in Sweden here – IKEA sofas are not easily found in any
self-respecting Dane’s living room. Ideally all furniture
and appliances are to be bought from at least semi-

Clockwise from the left: the town hall clocktower, lunch
at the Royal Smushi Café and one of the many cosy little
squares that litter the historic centre of town.

known designers, and everything should be functional
and simple. Danish design is big business. People like
Hans J. Wegner, Arne Jacobsen and Verner Panton conquered the world with their creations and Copenhagen
is full of stores selling their stuff (or copies of it).
First stop for design lovers should be the Dansk Design
Centre, a museum entirely dedicated to the topic. Since
time was short, Susanne took me to Illums Bolighus
on Strøget instead – royal supplier and probably the
best known design store in the city. Here you’ll find
everything from interior design to furniture, jewellery
and clothing. Classics like Jacobson’s Egg and Wegners
Cow Horn chairs can be bought here if need be. Beware
though: you could easily pay the equivalent of a small

car for a single piece of furniture. I’ll stick to IKEA until I
win the lottery.
The Scenic Route
There’s a Danish word that can’t really be translated
into other languages. “Hygge” is most often translated
as cosy but means much more than that. It refers to
a kind of warm companionship that is felt when the
right people gather together at the right place. Lots of
venues try to be as “hyggelig” as possible, using open
fires and candles or by being as welcoming and friendly
as possible. One of these venues is the Royal Smushi
Café, located along Strøget (www.royalsmushicafe.
dk). It’s a very quirky, overly decorated place with giant
kitschy paintings on the walls, but it offers a fantastic
Strøget

The Danes are famous for their love of both coffee
and pastry. ‘Tak For Kaffe’ near Strøget is where all
the nearby locals get their fill. This is no Starbucks,
you order “the usual” here. And yes gentlemen, the
coffee is as good as the owner looks.

Some images of the excellent Hotel SP34. They have
a superb burger restaurant as well.

Sometimes, Santa needs to do the laundry too.
Chimney diving is hard on the outfit.

lunch. You pick a combination of three “smushis” (their
very own fusion of smørrebrød and sushi) of choice,
offered on one plate, followed by the most delicious
Danish deserts and a cup of hot coco. It can easily be
privatised for groups of up to 50 people for dinner, and
it’s close to all the action.
Strøget ends at Nyhavn, most likely the most photographed spot in Denmark – and perhaps rightly so. It’s
a small canal full of sailboats, flanked by colourfully
painted Dutch looking buildings on both sides. It’s one
of Susanne’s favourite spots. “When the first spring
sun comes through, everyone seems to flock to Nyhavn. Every terrace fills up to the brim and people act
as if they’ve just seen the sun for the first time again

after four months in complete darkness. The canals
can of course also be used to discover the rest of the
city. You can use the slow tourist boats, but why not
opt for a powerful speedboat instead? They’re allowed
and available, and can often take your group straight to
their venue of choice. There are lots of restaurants and
other sights on the waterfront.
One of these lies right next to Nyhavn, in a strange
looking art-deco building. The Standard offers four
exceptional venues under one roof: a modern Danish
restaurant, an Indian Restaurant, a Michelin-starred
Nordic restaurant led by an ex-Noma chef and a nicely
decorated Jazz club. Check it out here: http://thestandardcph.dk.

Boutique Beauty
During my last days in Copenhagen, I stayed in a lovely
boutique hotel in the Latin Quarter –Copenhagen’s
student district, close to Tivoli and the main square.
Hotel SP34 was opened in 2014 and is based in three
adjacent old town houses. It’s a 4-star venue offering 112 rooms and suites, 2 restaurants, 4 bars and a
rooftop terrace. It’s very stylish, very “hygellig” and also
a tiny bit strange.
The lobby feels like a living room and the reception
desk also functions as a bar – which I thought was
a very good idea. It comes with modern conference
facilities (for up to 100 people) and is the only hotel in
Copenhagen with a private cinema in the basement –

able to accommodate 25 people. Furthermore, every
day between 5 and 6 pm, you can get a free glass of
wine at the bar: a very welcome gift for anyone who
has ever paid for an alcoholic drink in a Scandinavian
country. Nothing beats a good and well-thought out
boutique hotel. www.brochner-hotels.dk/our-hotels/
sp34/
Hippie Heaven
I ended my trip at Copenhagen’s most unique and
controversial spot. In 1971, a bunch of hippies started occupying a couple of disused military buildings in
Christianshavn – now one of the city’s fanciest areas.
They decided to start their own community, with a separate set of rules independent from the government.

Meet Enerjy Aps DMC
Enerjy Aps is run by Jane Nielsen and Elisabetta Gori, two women sharing over 30 years of experience in the industry. It’s a full service agency
combining the expertise of a creative production
bureau and a DMC, providing creative and energetic meetings and events. Enerjy is based in Copenhagen but can organise events and incentives all
over Scandinavia. For more info, visit www.enerjy.
dk. For inquiries, contact Elisabetta@enerjy.dk.

These are some pictures of Christiania made outside of the
“Green Light District”. This tiny hippie enclave is without a
doubt the strangest place in Copenhagen.

The settlement was dubbed Christiania and 40 years
later it’s still alive and kicking. After years of existing
under special conditions, uncertainty and clashes with
the Danish state, the Freetown Christiania Foundation
signed an agreement with the government in 2012
and now officially owns large portions of the grounds.
It looks like they’re not going anywhere soon. About a
thousand people officially live here now (you have to
apply for a house, you can’t buy one) and seem to enjoy
it a lot.
It’s a fascinating and otherworldly place, full of makeshift little homes, workshops, music venues, art
galleries, small independent restaurants and awesome graffiti – very different from everything else
in Copenhagen. There’s a “darker” side to Christiania
though. Pusher Street – the main boulevard – is home

to what the locals call “the Green Light District”. Here,
soft drugs are sold all day long. It’s much advised not
to take any pictures here, for obvious reasons. The rest
of Christiania is perfectly fine, but since you’re photographing people’s actual homes, always ask first.
Guided tours are possible and can be arranged by
Enerjy Aps. Because of its unique story and vibe, a trip
to Christiania is an absolute must for every visit to Copenhagen. The joyous chaos of this little hippie enclave
can be a breath of fresh air compared to the order and
tidiness of the great city around it.

Yes, they have Christmas trees made of candy in the Tivoli Gardens. No, they do not allow you to eat them, we’re very sorry.

